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Abstract. Implementations of quantum information-processing systems require quantum algorithms and corresponding material
tools to solve problems posited by modern information technologies. Terra Quantum offers state-of-the-art solutions that pave the
way to a new level of efficiency in information processing. In this paper, we outline the research activities carried out by Terra
Quantum experts who focus on quantum computing and quantum machine learning, sensors and metrology, quantum cryptography,
random number generators, and algorithmic cooling.

The “quantum” term surfaced in the late 20th century as a term for something so enormous and important – and referring to scientific connotations – that the common means of admiration felt insufficient. Those of the older generation remember the 90’s TV series “Quantum Leap” depicting an overwhelming time-traveling adventure advancement. Now entering what we call the “quantum era” or “quantum revolution era” the air of an over the significance of the term harnesses with its mathematical scientific precision. The exemplary concept that is now central to the media and the scientific lore is “quantum computing.” Technological advances have reached such a level that this area now has the potential to become not only an outstanding science and technology – as a result of the first quantum revolution but also – as an outcome of a second quantum revolution – an enormous and overwhelming global business. Among business directions, quantum computing is a sustainable area to invest in because there is no fundamental question as to whether it works—it just does. Remarkably, given an apparent failure of the traditional scientific institutions in providing the technological progress required by the needs of modern society, we come up with the new model of scientific affairs. In this model, the scientific advance is harnessed and intertwined with the investments into business in its traditional sense. A marked example of the success of such a novel approach is again quantum computing: the first really working quantum computers were created not in universities, academic institutions, or national laboratories but in companies like IBM or Google.

Inspired by this success there appeared a diversity of start-ups often associated with the leading university or institutions pursuing a wealth of scientific directions encouraged by the IBM/Google “quantum advance.”

Europe has a great tradition as soil for quantum physics. About 100 years ago great European thinkers in the field such as Planck, Schrödinger, Born, Heisenberg, Einstein, Dirac, and many others created what is known now as quantum mechanics. We feel strongly that Europe now is on the verge of the next quantum leap to realize its outstanding scientific potential in the field of quantum technology. Our Conference is an important step in this direction. It invites and represents not only leading scientific experts and institutions but also two of the most energetically developing and dynamic startups specializing in the field, IQM from Finland and the Swiss Terra Quantum. We represent Terra Quantum which is an exemplary institution belonging to a new emergent generation of business formations combining intense business practicing with the initiation of a global ecosystem led by Europe’s leading thinkers and experts in this field. We anticipate that the structure of Terra Quantum will most successfully support successful and dynamic business development while providing a perfect interface for transferring the cutting edge scientific and technological advances into industrial and business success. To that end, we bring together the best of researchers in the fields of theoretical physics, quantum information, classical math, machine learning, and, at the same time, engineers, technologists, and business experts. This will create a unique formation harnessing various but intertwined competencies into an unprecedentedly synergic quantum technology company.

This year’s International MIPT-QUANT Conference continuing a chain of International Quantum Information Science meetings anchored at MIPT is supported and co-organized by Terra Quantum. The Conference offers a remarkable forum for the representative list of scientific achievements that marked the first stage of Terra Quantum activity. The main directions that constitute our present focus are as follows.
QUANTUM COMPUTING AND QUANTUM MACHINE LEARNING

As quantum technologies continue to improve theoretically and experimentally, it becomes crucial to understand which modern problems can be addressed using current quantum devices. The scientific community is at the beginning of embracing the capabilities of quantum computers; still, we already know that data processing using quantum phenomena can be exponentially more efficient than classical approaches. However, future computational schemes will not eliminate classical computers: humankind reach significant milestones with classical devices proved the efficiency of these machines in specific problems. At Terra Quantum, we understand that quantum computers are at an early, noisy intermediate-scale stage; thus, much of our research combines classical approaches and quantum algorithms in a hybrid way. We establish state-of-the-art quantum cloud QMWare that consolidates high-performance classical computing, hybrid quantum computing, and machine learning [1].

The main idea behind hybrid quantum computing is the following: utilizing of classical resources to find a problem’s hardcore and delegation to the quantum processor unit or implementation of a quantum solution, whose bottlenecks would be eliminated by classical improvements. QMWare anticipates that both these approaches lead to disruptive applications in the most demanding computational problems.

At QMWare, we develop quantum machine learning tools that both enhance machine learning with quantum effects and improve quantum technologies with artificial intelligence. We believe that quantum technologies will massively assist the most advanced machine learning frameworks. Highly autonomous systems that outperform humans at most economically valuable work require large computational resources, limiting their performance.

The hybrid classical-quantum solvers implemented in a quantum/classical computational networks are considerably more efficient to train and, therefore, make predictions. There are several approaches in this direction. Firstly, quantum computing models potentially improves the training process of existing classical models [2, 3, 4]. One can find better extreme points in a objective function landscape or the same optima with fewer iterations. These methods allows for polynomial speedups which is crucial for large complex problems where small improvements gives noticeable gain. Besides, the resent experiments show that quantum models can sample intricate probability distributions in a polynomial time [5], while the same classical sampling could be exponentially difficult. Among many other methods, the most promising are quantum neural networks [6, 7] and quantum kernels [8] that are expected to beat classical models with current noisy quantum devices.

At the same time, classical machine learning has revealed that deep learning networks are capable of identifying complex patterns and trends in data. It would not be possible without powerful computers and special-purpose hardware capable of implementing deep networks with billions of parameters [9]. If machine learning could improve quantum devices, the potential for this impact is colossal.

There are several paths towards such an improvement. The well-known procedure, that could be refined classically, is quantum state tomography, where a quantum state is learned from measurement. In superconducting circuits, one way to improve measurement fidelity is to utilize quantum limited amplifiers [10]. However, these devices often do not provide enough level of accuracy in the qubit’s state discrimination. On the other hand, the state discrimination could be performed using machine classification methods with both supervised and unsupervised learning [11].

Other applications include learning Hamiltonians [12], which is very important for statistical physics and automatic generation of quantum experiments [13]. The latter is motivated by the unknown reachability of various configurations in quantum experiments. For instance, in Ref. 14 we realize the machine learning system that autonomously reveals experimental methods which are too complicated for human mind to discover. This work shows that machine learning can offer dramatic advances in how complicated experiments are generated.

METROLOGY (SENSORS)

After Peter Shor invented a quantum algorithm for integer factorization, promising to solve the problem exponentially faster than any classical factoring algorithm, a wealth of solutions based on quantum effects emerged targeting classically intractable problems. One of these tasks, improving the accuracy of measurements, is a key issue for the development of physics and technology. While the fundamental limit of classical measurement schemes is set by the shot noise level, recent advances in quantum hardware resulted in novel approaches based on quantum phenomena that enable to overcome noise tyranny. Technically, quantum protocols provide a signal-to-noise ratio advantage over that of the optimum classical methods. One of the most striking examples, the quantum illumination [15], successfully utilizes the bipartite entanglement in the detection in the presence of high levels of noise and loss. The further improvement of the measurement accuracy can be achieved with the help of multipartite entanglement, e.g., using
NOON photon states in optics [16]. However, these states are difficult to create in general and they typically have a short coherence time. Alternatively, one can reach the quantum speedup without exploiting entanglement, by using the coherence of the wavefunction of a single quantum system as a dynamical resource.

FIGURE 1. Quantum-enhanced magnetometry by phase estimation algorithms with a single superconducting qubit [17]. The schematic shows a transmon qubit (in blue) comprised of a capacitor and a SQUID loop with two nearly identical junctions. The qubit is coupled via a gate capacitor $C_g$ to a coplanar waveguide resonator (CPW, in green). The magnetic flux through the transmon’s SQUID loop is controlled by a dc-current flowing through a flux-bias line (in red). a. Qubit transition frequency as a function of magnetic flux (parabolic curve). The bottom inset shows the CPW resonator’s spectrum. The red circles indicate the bias point of our transmon sensor: we operate far away from the ‘sweet spot’ in a regime where the transmon’s frequency is an approximately linear function of the flux. b. A pre-measured sample-specific Ramsey interference fringes pattern.

The phase estimation is a natural concept in quantum metrology, where the evaluation of an unknown parameter $x$ is performed through the Hamiltonian of a probe quantum system, where $x$ defines system’s energy states $E_n(x)$. In a classical measurement, the precision $\delta x$ is restricted by the shot-noise limit $\delta x \sim 1/\sqrt{t}$, where $t$ is the measurement time and represents the utilized resource. Nevertheless, this is not a fundamental limit: in the optimal sensing procedures the precision scales as $\delta x \sim 1/t$ constrained only by the Heisenberg relation $\Delta E(x) \geq 2\pi\hbar/t$, where $\Delta E(x)$ is the energy difference.

As one of the most practical example, the Kitaev- [18, 19] and Fourier-transform- [20] quantum algorithms, in combination with coherent superconducting circuits [21] utilized as sensors, proved to be Heisenberg limited in magnetometry. The basic concept of a magnetic-field sensor based on a spin interacting with the field has evolved into experimentally realizable devices based on charge and flux qubits [22, 23, 24]. At Terra Quantum, we investigate a multilevel superconducting device as a magnetic-flux sensor, see Ref. 25, and realize quantum metrological algorithms in Ref. 17 in order to push the measurement sensitivity beyond the standard shot-noise limit. In our experiments, we utilize the coherent dynamics of the quantum artificial atom as a quantum resource.

Importantly, since mentioned protocols do not utilize quantum entanglement, they may be implemented on the systems that shows wave yet classical behavior. Methods spied from quantum metrology can be applied to the classical optical measurements [26, 27, 28, 29], which, in particular, can be used to measure the position, velocity, and displacement of physical objects. In Ref. [30] we construct a complex linear-optic-based device for the Fourier-based phase estimation protocol; the metrological potential of such multiple-beam schemes can be seen in the LIGO optical gravitational wave detector. We plan to achieve the improvement in the measurement accuracy by including into the scheme the machine learning algorithms capable to compensate the imprecision in the alignment of the optical
QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY

The feasibility of the secure information transmission between the legitimate parties has been one of the central civilizational questions for millenia. Despite timeless concern, none of the subterfuge for protecting valuable data developed through centuries could withstand the rigorous mathematical criteria of secrecy: one could never guarantee that the data never comes out.

In the middle of the 20th century there has been established the set of conditions ensuring the absolute secrecy of communication:

1. the cryptographic key ciphering the secret message has to be completely random;
2. the key’s length has to correspond to the length of the secret message;
3. the key has to be used only once.

These criteria pose a quest of finding a way for distributing random bit sequences privately among the legitimate parties each time before their communication takes place. This problem can be solved with quantum cryptography utilizing fundamental quantum principles which do not have analogues in the classical world [31, 32, 33].

The great expectations are placed on quantum cryptography also because it offers tools for protecting against the quantum threat – the possibility of breaking classical cryptographic protocols with quantum computers. In 1994, Peter Shor [34] proposed a quantum algorithm enabling one to rapidly factorize large numbers. This discovery immediately impaired the security of the most widely used cryptosystem RSA [35] which is predicated upon the presumption that one cannot perform such factorization within a reasonable time. Therefore, with the emergence of a large-scale quantum computer, much of the classical cryptography will collapse.

Quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols offer the highest level of security and confidentiality although to this date, their practical implementations are still not ideal. A common quantum protocol for distributing a secret key between two parties consists of two stages: (i) quantum communication and (ii) classical post-processing. During the first stage the sender generates a random bit sequence and encodes it in quantum states which are then measured by the receiver. On the second stage, using the classical communication channel the authorised parties analyse the correlation between the sent and received data and perform additional measures to get rid of the invalid bits and eradicate information possibly intercepted by the eavesdropper. Due to the fact that quantum mechanics forbid perfect cloning of quantum states, the eavesdropper can only obtain partial information about the sent sequence and with that would disturb the quantum state.

On practice, the QKD realisations are typically characterised by a trade-off between the secret key generation speed and security: the practical QKD devices allow for the reasonable speeds but are susceptible to the external eavesdropper attacks; on the contrary, the device independent QKD schemes [36] ruling out the possibility of meddling into the key exchange are marked by small speeds. Another major trade-off is between the key generation speed and transmission distance. The development of the long-distance high-speed QKD devices above everything else requires reliable techniques for repeating quantum signals [37, 38, 39]. In the absence of such techniques, the best results are promised by the QKD protocols based on Gaussian states [40] and continuous variable states [41].

Despite the existing stumbling blocks, posed mainly by the early technological stage of the industry, Terra Quantum has achieved a significant progress towards delivering reliable commercial long-distance QKD solutions which will be both secure and efficient. Several other companies, among which are Qasky and Toshiba, have already developed commercial QKD systems which are being integrated in our daily life. Importantly, QKD is implemented in China’s financial and governmental sectors [42, 43], and the Chinese quantum network covers more than 2000 km. Other countries, including the U.K. [44] and U.S., are launching their own quantum networks as well.

RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION

The cryptographic protocols like many other algorithms require large random information. Current random number generators (RNG) fall into two categories [45]: those which use deterministic mathematical functions to generate numbers computationally, and those which generate numbers based on physical measurements. The first type of RNG
produces the so-called pseudo-random numbers – although these numbers have random properties, their distribution is completely deterministic and can repeat and be repeated. The second type measures classical physical quantities which deviate randomly (e.g., temperature) and translates them into random numerical data. It appears that the second type of RNG is better as it exploits the true randomness of nature; however, this randomness has its own problems. First, there may be correlation between the measured data: for instance, two values of temperature measured at different times may be not fully independent of each other along with the corresponding random numbers. Second, the measured physical quantity can be deliberately manipulated by a perpetrator, which jeopardizes the secrecy of the random data.

Quantum technology opens route the true quantum randomness completely unpredictable and independent from environmental factors. Unlike the classical phenomena, the quantum events are associated with the quantum probabilities which are fundamentally different from the statistical ones. Terra Quantum is developing commercially available quantum RNG which will be predicated upon the single photon measurement. The quantum RNG will also be available online for the use of general public.

**MRI SCANNER (ALGORITHMIC COOLING)**

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) effect describes the resonant absorption and emission of photons by nuclei in a strong constant magnetic field under the influence of another weak oscillating field [46]. The application domain of NMR spans the studies of porous media in the petroleum industry, the content analysis of the biological substances, the studies of polymers’ properties in chemistry, and the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in medicine.

NMR provides the ground for realizing complex quantum procedures which may greatly enhance the current analytical methods. Among such procedures is the algorithmic cooling (also known as quantum algorithmic magnetic polarization transfer) – a novel approach enabling one to decrease the entropy of a spin system and cool it to extremely low temperatures [47]. This approach goes far beyond other existing spin-cooling techniques and opens rout for the unprecedentedly sensitive spectroscopy. Terra Quantum aims to bring algorithmic cooling to medicine by devising a high-sensitive heteronuclear MRI scanner. We expect that among all other things the device will enable imaging of organs which are hardly visible on the regular MRI scanners, particularly bones and lungs.
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